
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #14 
  

 

It’s the week end and you earned it! In this week’s selection of our posts we focus on 

Global Small/Mid caps from digital to cosmetic packaging to cinema chains. We also 

highlight the success of SPACs as efficient listed vehicles for acquisitions (cf our success 

with EDTX) despite Mediawan (MDW FP)’s volatile performance since IPO. At the risk of 

spoiling the mood, we mention some negative developments marking the so-called New 

Normal, from the collateral damages of Wirecard (WDI GR) to the risks of growing 

inequality. We can always find solace in the pleasures of art - digitally or not - not to 

mention the pubs re-opening soon in the UK. Cheers! 

  

Have a good read and a great week end! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 

  
 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=e337e8eaed&e=dbe29cf097


 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

      

SOLOCAL INTERRUPTED 

It’s an agonising wait since trading in SOLOCAL (LOCAL FP) was halted upending a resolution 

to its financial situation, reportedly either in the form of a capital increase which would see 

French PE fund Montefiore Investment inject €150-200m for up to 50% of capital and reimburse 

part of group debt (solution 1) or a debt-for-equity swap (solution 2) similar to what 

TECHNICOLOR (TCH FP) has recently done, or a mix of solution 1 and 2. Because Montefiore is 

apparently supportive of LOCAL’s Strategic Plan devised by the recent management, solution 1 

would allow to build on the promising efforts already achieved to re-position the group as a 

French leader of “Digital Promixity” - which the lockdown and social distancing have made even 

more critical. It’s really poetic (in)justice that LOCAL’s plans are being derailed by the same 

effects that make it more essential: not only does the equity story remain intact, it has become 

even more compelling. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

      

CLARANOVA (CLA FP) pursues its strategy to make the group a major player in technology. 

The group is strengthening its management team and expanding its board of directors with 3 

new members whose combined expertise will support the Group's scale-up, in particular in 

relation to strategic marketing and technology, large contracts and North American stock 

markets. CFO Sébastien Martin is promoted Executive Vice-President and will focus on Group's 

development projects and investor relations, while Jean-Yves Quentel becomes Financial 

Director. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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CEWE OU NON?  

Refreshingly young UK research and trading firm Bit Silk - which emphasis that everything it 

does is "strictly [for] educational purposes", has published an eminently readable but frankly 

surprising report on CEWE (CWC GY). Let alone that we should ourselves away from a target 

price in a report that is "only for learning purposes ONLY" (twice), we were surprised to see that 

the so-called peer group included US firm Shutterly (acquired by Apollo last year unless we 

missed something or it's a stockmarket revenant) and conversely missed leading player 

CLARANOVA (CLA FP). Bit Silk says that CEWE is compelling at 20.2x '21P/E: what would it 

say then of CLA trading on half that rating (on calendarised market estimates) with a growth 

profile at least as attractive as CEWE? As a firm focusing on investor introduction and education 

itself, Inbound Capital would be delighted to provide its educated views to the educator. 

CLARANOVA, Caroline LE BIGOT, Sebastien Martin 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

       

Less is more should be the philosophy of most companies as conscious consumerism is rising 

around the word. Consumers are more and more focus on products' ingredients and sourcing 

(transparent supply chain and minimised carbon footprint). We see lot of talks of a "new" world 

more focused on sustainability after Covid-19 but few companies are really moving in the right 

direction with real facts. Beauty packaging company, QUADPACK (ALQP FP) is one of them. It 

has developed prototypes that answer to some of the new consumers' needs such as a reusable 

and refillable infuser bottle that allows the user to mix personalised formulas or a premium glass 

perfume pack that holds 2 bottles in one, making it a luxurious art object. Because it is also 

important for the consumer not to give up luxury and beauty! #ESG #quadpack 

#beautypackaging 

Click here to find out more >> 
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If there is a sector where cybersecurity is important, it is healthcare. If a connected medical 

device is hacked and injected with malicious code or if medical system passwords are 

compromised and held for ransom, preventing doctors from accessing vital patient records, life 

and death could be on the line. This is really frightening: the entire healthcare industry is under 

attack and things are getting worse by the day as Covid-19 has speed up the move to online 

health! IT teams are often understaffed, underfunded, and torn in different priority directions; 

from adhering to compliance standards to preventing email phishing attacks, to securing mobile 

medical apps to securing networked IoT devices. The cybersecurity challenges facing the 

healthcare sector are real, formidable and growing. Extra layers of security can safeguard 

common consumer healthcare apps that people access from their phones and devices, or it can be 

applied to specialty apps that manage connected medical devices such as glucometers, insulin 

pump monitors, etc. VERIMATRIX (VMX FP) offers a wide range of products to protect apps, 

including, of course, healthcare apps... and, don't forget, it can save lives! #verimatrix 

#healthcare #cybersecurity 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

  

It is true that when we think of cybersecurity, our first thoughts don't go to the car sector. But it 

is also true that cars include more and more software applications and digital content which most 

of the time are unprotected. I prefer not to think of what could happen if these softwares were 

hacked. Cybersecurity is becoming a new dimension of quality for automobiles. To solve these 

problems, new companies with new skills and talent will enter the market with innovative 

solutions. Mainly focused today on media content protection today, VERIMATRIX (VMX FP) is 

offering simple and agile solutions to protect cars' through its code protection solutions. And it 

applies to application security and any related threats to driver safety! #cybersecurity 

#verimatrix #softwareprotection 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

       

GLOBAL SMALL/MID CAPS: CINEMA CHAINS 

When it comes to fixed costs and gearing, cinema chains bear resemblance to airlines: no wonder 

both sectors bore the brunt of the Covid-19 hit. There is arguably more thrills and cliffhangers 

with theatre chains, now all in Small/Mid cap territory as they anxiously expect to re-open their 

cinemas. (Bankruptcy) FEAR! World leader AMC Ent’nt Holding (AMC:US) has c.$5bn of debt 

vs. c.$575m market cap (a fraction of what it was less than four years ago). (Corporate) 

BETRAYAL! UK exhibition group CINEWORLD (CINE LN) - itself saddled with £5.1bn in total 

debt lease commitment after buying Regal in the US - is reportedly backing out of a deal to 

acquire Canadian player CINEPLEX (CGX CN). (Investor) LOVE! Blackrock recently became 

one of EVERYMAN MEDIA Group (EMAN LN)’s biggest shareholders. PRODIGAL SON 

RETURNS! How long before KINEPOLIS (KIN EN) stock momentum resumes? In truth, the 

sector is facing deep challenges - from streaming competition to increasing straight-to-video 

practice - but show must resume and indeed go on. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

    

We #inboundcapital #farnhamcapital would like to bring your attention to #artandco in the 

below post from #notwics. Particularly poignant given #inboundcapital mandate to raise equity 

for #arteia, provider of digital solutions for the entire Art ecosystem. Loving your play on words 

below #chrislowe - poetic! 
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Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

Will Anyone Bid $60 Million Online for a Painting as Sotheby’s hopes to field bids for a Francis 

Bacon triptych and other works at a June 29 virtual auction that will be a bellwether of the 

global art market post-COVID 19? 

The pandemy has clearly accelerated the digitalisation of the art market and has changed the 

way the public, art collectors, artists and professionals engage with art. This development is all 

positive for Inbound's client Arteïa (www.arteia.com), which has developed an innovative 

platform to service and address the needs of this ecosystem. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

 

    

WIDENING WEALTH GAP & TECH TRADE TITAN 

V shape recovery is very likely if we address inequalities and better frame 3T #newgreendeal 

#fiscalstimulus #sdgs #slowbalisation. "Recessions tend to hit the lower-income population the 

hardest, but the impact of COVID-19 on lower-income workers has been outsized. As a result, 

the underlying political pressures to address inequality will rise further, and see both fiscal 

activism and continued action to check Tech, Trade and Titans continuing for longer" (Morgan 

Stanley). 

"Rising inequality is a breeding ground for all kinds of concerning things" (James Montier). 

Click here to find out more >> 
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The #FT questions this morning 'Why was Frankfurt (aka #Bafin) so blind for so long about 

#Wirecard'. I won't add to the vast column inches that will be written, but I do want to focus on 

the 'so long' aspect. I spent a lot of time with this then small company in the noughties, and do 

wonder how long the smoke and mirrors have been in evidence. In 2010, an ex top rated analyst 

and now AAA rated citywire fund manager, commented to me that "we simply cannot follow 

the cash around this company, Robin". The health warning was already in full view even then, 

and when it was still a relatively simple company to analyse. A second reason I suspect for 

apparent 'blindness' is the silent war with London on who will 'own' European Finance post 

#Brexit. The article references the long standing scepticism in #Germany towards anglo-saxon 

short selling, but doesn't question #Bafin's agenda or motives. The decision to ban short selling in 

Wirecard shares last year surely needs its own thorough investigation. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

Are young #Fintechs in trouble? Now that #Wirecard has filed for insolvency, this article from 

#Sifted yesterday becomes even more relevant. #Wirecard have clearly succeeded over the years 

in carving out a significant slug of new business from the emerging #fintech sector in #EU. 

#Revolut, #Pockit, #Soldo, #ANNA and #Curve are all mentioned as UK based Wirecard Card 

Services(WCS) customers. Swedish neobank #PFC would be one non UK fintech that also takes 

services from WCS which, the article suggests, is ring-fenced and hence insulated from the 

fallout in Munich. Not so fast! WCS relies not only on continuing support from the #FCA but 

also needs continuing support from #mastercard and #visa. It also needs the ongoing support of 

#BAFIN and #Wirecard AG retaining its banking licence. That must now be in doubt. Contagion 

risk in #VC supported #Fintechs maybe inevitable. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Economic moats — a term borrowed from Warren Buffett — are what keep competitors at bay. 

An economic moat is a sustainable competitive advantage that allows a company to earn excess 

returns on capital for a long period of time. Yahoo Finance details here B&C’s defensive moats 

and how it could stand out of the crowd in these economic uncertainties. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

      

THE HOTTEST NEW STOCKS ARE SPACS  

-A growing proportion of new SPACs are coming from experienced issuers that can attract better 

deals, more fundamentals-focused investors, and high-quality management teams. 

-2019 : 59 SPAC IPOs raised $13.6 billion. 

-2020 : 32 SPACs have already gone public, raising $10.4 billion 

-At least 96 SPACs are searching for acquisition targets, with a combined $25 billion in their 

trusts; Because special-purpose acquisition companies tend to do transactions with a market 

value of three or four times their trust, as much as $100 billion worth of companies could go 

public in the next two years, just from existing SPACs. 

#barrons #SPACInsider 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

WHITE PAPER  

 

      

Our view, is that the few countries claiming their contract tracing app is a success are massaging 
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the truth. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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As we contemplate the the return of the #Pub in the UK on #July 4th😁😁, for those who don’t 

drink alcohol, or who need to slow up - let me intro #BIGDROP Brewing’s new Poolside IPA 

(Summer Series). This is by far the nicest non alcoholic beer I have ever tasted. Shameless plug 

for a business I admire - but this one pulls all the stops out. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital acts as outsourced Investor Relations for CLARANOVA (CLA FP), 

QUADPACK (ALQP FP), VERIMATRIX (VMX FP). 

Inbound Capital provided UK and US Investor Relation services to SOLOCAL (LOCAL FP). 

Inbound Capital acted a lead advisor then outsourced Investor Relations for EDTECHX (EDTX 

US). 

Inbound Capital acts as lead advisor for the current funding round of private 

company ARTEÏA. 
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